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In case of COOLL …
COOLL is a learning system we are developing at Tsuda College.
COOLL also doesn’t have enough annotated materials.
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To lower the cost of authoring language
quizzes, we have designed the algorithm for
generating quizzes based on video transcripts.

Not enough!!
English as Second Language (ESL)
learners want to utilizing those videos Since the development of them
in their learning
takes too much cost and
time.

Our Algorithm

We have designed the algorithm for generating multiple!choice quizzes based on video transcripts.
In our multiple!choice quizzes, students are shown 1 English word and 4 choices of its translation in
Japanese and asked to choose one correct translation.
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on the Moodle course site.
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Experiment and Result
We have run the experiment to evaluate the relevance of automatically generated quizzes.
We selected from 8 videos and generated 25 multiple!choices
multiple choices for each video.
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37 college students participated in this experiment.
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